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   Abstract 

The paper considers the problem of scheduling n  jobs in a two-machine 

flow-shop to minimize the makespan. Between the completion of an operation 

and the beginning of the next operation of the same job, there is a time lag, 

which we refer to it as the transportation delays. All transportation delays have 

to be done by a single robot, which can perform at most one transportation at a 

time. New complexity results are derived for special case. 
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1 Introduction  

A flow-shop scheduling problem with transportation delays and a single robot can 

be formulated as follows. We are given m machines mMMM ,...,, 21  and n  

jobs nJJJ ,...,, 21 .  

Each job jJ consists of m operations ,i jQ  ( 1, 2,..., ; 1, 2,..., )i m j n= = ，which have 

to be processed in the order jmjj QQQ ,,2,1 ...→→→ .  

Operation jiQ ,  has to be processed on machines iM without preemption for 

jip , time units. Each machine can only processed one operation at a time. In this 

paper, we assume that there is a known time lag between the completion of an 

operation and the beginning of the next operation of the same job. We refer to this 

lag as the transportation delays kjt , . All transportation is done by a single robot R , 

which can only handle one job at a time. Thus, conflicts between transportation 

may arise and a job may have to wait for the robot before its transportation. All 

values jip , and kjt , are supposed to be non-negative integers. 

The objective are to determine a feasible schedule, which minimizes the makespan 

j

n

j
CC

1max max
=

= , where jC is the finishing time of the last operation jmQ , of job 

jJ . Using the three-field notation scheme for scheduling problem introduced in 

[4], we denote this problem  by max,, ;1, CtpRFm kjji . If we have only 2=m  

machines, the robot always transports from 1M to 2M . Therefore, the index k in 

the notation kjt , is dropped and the transportation delays are denoted by jt . If two 

operations jQ ,1 and jQ ,2  have equal processing times 1, 2,j j jp p p= = , we denote 
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this problem by max,2,1 ;1,2 CtpppRF jjjj == . If the transportation delays may 

take only two values 21 ,TT )( 21 TT < , we have the 

max21,2,1 },{;1,2 CTTtpppRF jjjj ∈==  problem. 

The max21,2,1 },{;2 CTTtpppF jjjj ∈== problem is NP -hard in the strong sense, 

[5]. J.Hurink and S.Knust discussed the complexity results for the two-machine 

flow-shop scheduling problem with transportation delays and a single robot and 

proved the max21, },{;1,2 CTTtppRF jji ∈=  problem have maximal polynomial 

solvable, [3]. In this paper, we proof the max21,2,1 },{;1,2 CTTtpppRF jjjj ∈==  

problem is NP -hard in the strong sense.  
 

2 Complexity of the max21,2,1 },{;1,2 CTTtpppRF jjjj ∈==  problem  

In this section, we consider problem in which we have two machines 21, MM , one 

robot R , and n jobs jJ  with processing times jp ,1  and jp ,2  on machine 

1M and 2M . 

We may restrict the search for an optimal solution to permutation plans, since for 

problem max3 CF has an optimal permutation plan always exists, [1].  

We now derive an expression for the makespan when the sequences σ  and τ  in 

which the jobs are executed by 1M  and 2M are given. Let ),( τσC  denote the 

minimal makespan of such a schedule for the 

max21,2,1 },{;1,2 CTTtpppRF jjjj ∈==  

problem. 
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Lemma 2.1 [5] Consider the max21,2,1 },{;1,2 CTTtpppRF jjjj ∈== problem 

with processing times jip ,  and transportation delays jt ,where 2,1=i  and 

.,...,2,1 nj =  Then 

                 }{max),(
)(

)(,2
)(

)(,11 11
∑∑
−− ≥≤

≤≤
++=

kj
jk

kj
jnk

ptpC
τ

τ
σ

στσ          (2.1) 

where )(1 k−σ  and )(1 k−τ  denote the positions of job k  in sequence σ  andτ , 

respectively. 
 

Theorem 2.1 The max21,2,1 },{;1,2 CTTtpppRF jjjj ∈==  problem is NP -hard 

in the strong sense. 

Proof  We prove the max21,2,1 },{;1,2 CTTtpppRF jjjj ∈== problem is NP  

-hard in the strong sense through a reduction from the Partition−3  problem, 

which is known to be NP -hard in the strong sense, [2]. The Partition−3  

problem is then stated as: 

Partition−3 : Given a set of positive integers },...,,{ 321 mxxxX = , and a positive 

integer b with:  

                mbx
m

j
j =∑

=

3

1

， mjbxb j 3,...,2,1,2/4/ =∀<<            (2.2) 

Decide whether there exists a partition of X into m disjoint 3-element subset 

},...,,{ 21 mXXX  such that  

                         bx
ij Xx

j =∑
∈

  ),...,2,1( mi =                （2.3） 

Given any instance of the Partition−3  problem, we define the following 

instance of the max21,2,1 },{;1,2 CTTtpppRF jjjj ∈== problem with two types of 

jobs: 
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(1) m3  Partition jobs, or P-jobs with：  

            1, 2,, 0;j j j j jp x t p x= = =   )3,...,2,1( mj =  

(2) m  Large jobs, or L-jobs with; 

1, 2,2 , 2 ; 2j j jp b t b p b= = =    )4,...,23,13( mmmj ++=  

The threshold bmby 33 +=  and the corresponding decision problem is:  Is 

there a schedule S with makespan )(SC not greater than bmby 33 += ? 

Assume that the answer to Partition−3 is “yes”, Let },...,,{ 21 mXXX be a 

partition satisfying (2.3), where },,( )()()( iiii xxxX ςηξ= ),...,2,1( mi = . 

We construct for each j consisting of jobs )(),(),( jjj ςηξ and jobs jm +3  in 

the order 

)4);(),(),();14();...;2(),2(),2();23();1(),1(),1();13(( mmmmmmm ςηξςηξςηξ −++

as indicated in Figure 1. 
 
  

 
 
 

 

  Figure 1: Gantt chart for the max21,2,1 },{;1,2 CTTtpppRF jjjj ∈== problem 

 
Then we define a permutation σ shown in Figure 1. Obviously, this permutation 

σ fulfills yC ≤)(σ .Conversely, assume that the flow-shop scheduling problem has 

a solution σ  with yC ≤)(σ .By setting 0,,1 === jtnik  in (2.1), we get for all 

 . .

          . . .  
t m4  

3 m +2 4 m  

3 m +1 3 m +2 

t 13 +m  t 23 +m  

3 m +1 

. . . 4 m  
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permutation σ : .33)(
1

,2,1 ymbbppC
n

=+=+≥ ∑
=λ

σσ λλ
σ  

Thus, for a permutation σ with yC =)(σ . We may conclude that: 

(1) job )13( +m  is processed at the first position, since 0,1 >jp  for 0≠j ; 

(2) job m4 m is processed at the last position, since  0,2 >jp  for mj ≠ ; 

(3) machine 1M processed jobs in the interval [ mb3,0 ], without idle times; 

(4) machine 2M processed jobs in the interval [ bmbb 33,3 + ], without idle 

times; 

(5) robot R transport jobs in the interval ])43(,)23[( bibi ++  

))1(,...,1,0( −= mi , without idle times. 

Without loss of generality, we can assume that the jobs in },1,...,2,1{ mm − are 

processed w.r.t. increasing numbers. Let },...,,{ 211 kiiiX = be the set of jobs 

scheduled between job )13( +m  and job )23( +m , showing in Figure 2.  

 
 
 
 
 
 

   Figure 2: Subscheduling for the max21,2,1 },{;1,2 CTTtpppRF jjjj ∈==  

problem. 
 

We have Φ≠1X , since otherwise there would be an idle period on the job 

)13( +m  and job )23( +m , which contradicts (3) ~ (5). 

3 m +1 
i 1  i 2  
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In the following we will show that 3=k , and bx
Xx

i
i

=∑
∈ 1

hold. We use the variable 

σ
jiC , denoting the completion time of job j on machine iM in the permutationσ . 

The values of the variable for the jobs on the set 1X are gives 

by: )1(222
1

,1,1 ++<+= ∑
=

μ
μ

λ

σ
λλ

bbpbC ii ),...,2,1( k=μ  

If 2≤k holds, we have: bbkkbbkp
k

i 42)2(22
1

,1 =−+≤⋅<∑
=λ

λ
 

Then bpbC
k

i 32
1

,11,1 <+= ∑
=λ

σ
λ

, and the robot finishes the transportation of job 

)13( +m  at time b2 . Thus, machine 2M has an idle time period between jobs 

)13( +m  and job )23( +m , which contradicts (5); 

If 4≥k holds, we have: )2(42)4(22
1

,2 −=−+≤⋅<∑
=

kbbkbkbkp
k

i
λ

λ
. 

On the other hand, job )23( +m cannot start on machine 2M  earlier than 

time kbb +2 , since job )13( +m  have to be transport before. Thus, the time period 

between the completion time bC 61,2 =σ for job )13( +m on machine 2M and the 

starting time of job )23( +m on machine 1M is not completely filled with jobs 

from 1X , which contradicts (4); Thus, we must have 3=k .This implies that 

job )13( +m and job )23( +m transported by robot in the interval 

]3,2[ bb and ]4,3[ bb , respectively. Therefore, bpb
Xi

i 32
1

,1 ≤+ ∑
∈

λ
, that is:  

                             bp
Xi

i ≤∑
∈ 1

,1
λ

                       (2.4) 
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On the other hand, job )13( +m  completes on machine 2M not after b6 .Since 

we have no idle time on machine 2M in interval ]6,4[ bb , we must 

have
1 1

1, 2,2 4i i
i X i X

b p p b
λ λ

∈ ∈

+ + ≥∑ ∑ . Since jjj xpp == ,2,1 , therefore      

                               bp
Xi

i ≥∑
∈ 1

,2 λ
                     (2.5) 

Combining (2.4) and (2.5), we have .
1

bx
Xj

j =∑
∈

 

Analogously, we show that the remaining sets mXXX ,...,, 32 separated by the jobs 

m,...,2,1 contain 3-element and fulfill bx
jXj

j =∑
∈

for mj ,...,2,1= .Thus, 

mXXX ,...,, 21 define a solution of .3 Partition−  
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